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ON A THEOREM OF GÖBEL ON PERMUTATION INVARIANTS
Müfıt Sezer
Department of Mathematics, Bilkent University, Ankara, Turkey
Let F be a field, let S = FX1     Xn be a polynomial ring on variables X1     Xn,
and let G be a group of permutations of X1     Xn. Göbel proved that for n ≥ 3






In this article, we obtain reductions in the set of generators introduced by Göbel and
sharpen his bound for almost all permutation groups over any ground field.
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INTRODUCTION
In this article, V denotes a finite dimensional vector space over a field F , on
which a finite group G acts faithfully from the left. The action of G on V extends
to an action on the symmetric algebra S = SFV. For f ∈ S and g ∈ G, we let gf
denote the image of f under g. We study the algebra of invariant polynomials
SG = f ∈ S  gf = f for all g ∈ G
This is a graded subalgebra of S. By a famous theorem of E. Noether (1926), SG is
finitely generated. Let G V denote the smallest integer d such that SG is generated
by elements of degree at most d. A classical problem is to obtain upper bounds for
G V. We refer the reader to two recent surveys by Neusel (2007) and Wehlau
(2006) for an overview of known results on this problem.
Here we study the situation where G is a subgroup of the symmetric group n
acting naturally on a basis X1     Xn of V by Xi = Xi for  ∈ G. In this case,
we identify S with the polynomial ring F	X1     Xn
 in the variables X1     Xn.
By constructing a specific set of generators, Göbel (1995) proves that for n ≥ 3 the






Every minimal set of algebra generators for the invariants of the alternating group





, so his bound is best possible in general.
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In this article, we obtain further reductions of the set of generators introduced






for every permutation group except for An and four other groups.
Theorem 1. Assume that n > 3. If G is a permutation group such that G V = ( n2
)
,
then G = An or G is isomorphic to one of the following four groups:
1. n = 5 and A15;
2. n = 6 and PGL25;
3. n = 9 and PGL28;
4. n = 9 and PL28;
where A1q is the affine group on the q points of the line over the field of q elements,
PGL2q and PL2q are the groups of all linear and semilinear transformations of the
projective line over the field with q elements, respectively.
As a general reference for the invariant theory of finite groups, we recommend
Derksen and Kemper (2002) and Neusel and Smith (2002).
1. MAIN REDUCTIONS
We let M denote the set of monomials in the variables X1     Xn. We use the
symbol ≺ to denote the lexicographic order on M with X1 > X2 > · · · > Xn. Given
a polynomial f = ∑ ae1enXe11    Xenn , we say that a monomial Xe11    Xenn appears




denote the orbit sum of m. It is easy to see, and it is well known, that the orbit sums
of monomials form a F -linear basis for SG.
As in Göbel (1995), a monomial m = Xe11    Xenn is called special if either
e1     en contains all integers in the set 0 1    maxe1     en, or e1 = · · · =
en = 1. For each m ∈ M , there exists a permutation  ∈ n such that m =
X
e1
1    X
en
n satisfies e1 ≥ e2 ≥ · · · ≥ en. The monomial m is called the descending
form of m and is denoted descm. We say that m is descending if m = descm.
An orbit sum om is called expressible if it is contained in the F -algebra
generated by orbit sums of monomials that have strictly smaller degree or strictly
smaller descending form. We use the following result, due to Göbel (1995). It is
taken from theorem (Göbel, 1995, 3.11) and its proof.
Göbel’s Theorem. The orbit sum om of every nonspecial monomial m is contained
in the subalgebra generated by the orbit sums om′ of special monomials m′
with descm′ ≺ descm. In particular, if n ≥ 3, then SG is generated by invariant






If a b are integers with a ≤ b, then 	a b
 denotes the set i ∈ Z  a ≤ i ≤ b.
Let m = Xe11    Xenn be a monomial. For each integer j, we set
suppjm = i ∈ 	1 n
  ei = j
supp≥jm = i ∈ 	1 n

































Remark 1. If m and m′ are monomials in M , then the followings hold.
1. deschm = descm for all h ∈ n;
2. descm = descm′ if and only if suppjm = suppjm′ for all j ≥ 0;
3. descm  descm′ if and only if there exists an integer r such that
suppr m > suppr m′
suppjm = suppjm′ for all j > r
The properties listed above follow easily from the definitions.
To every monomial m ∈ M and every j ∈ 	1 n




Xi and m̃j =
m
mj
and the invariant polynomial
Pmj = om̃j · omj (1)




hm̃j · omj (2)
The central step in the proof of Göbel’s Theorem (1995, 3.11) is to express
an orbit sum of a nonspecial monomial in terms of orbit sums of monomials that
have strictly smaller descending form. To obtain a sharpening of Göbel’s bound we
analyze the decomposition of orbit sums of special monomials.
The following lemma is our main reduction result. We show that Göbel’s
decomposition applied to the orbit sum of a special monomial m nevertheless
contains only the monomials that have the same or strictly smaller descending
forms. It is the appearance of different orbit sums of monomials with the same
descending form as m in this decomposition that prevents the orbit sum of m from
being expressible. We examine such orbit sums in the lemma and collect the group
elements required so that these orbit sums appear in the decomposition.
Lemma 2. Let m be a monomial, j a positive integer, g an element of G, and set
t = m̃j · gmj
The following then hold:
1. desct 	 descm. More precisely
desct = descm if supp≥j+1m ⊆ gsupp≥jm ⊆ supp≥j−1m

































In particular, all monomials that appear in Pmj have smaller or equal descending
forms than that of m.
2. If desct = descm, then
suppr t = suppr m for r = j j − 1
supp≥jt = gsupp≥jm
3. The monomial m appears in Pmj with coefficient one.
4. If om is not expressible and mj = 1, then there exists an element h ∈ G such that
the monomial u = m̃j · hmj has the following properties: descu = descm, the
monomial u does not appear in om, and ou is not expressible.
Proof. 1. and 2.
We may assume that m is descending by Remark 1. Furthermore since the
assertions hold trivially for t = m, we may take gmj = mj so that m = t. Notice
that gmj = mj if and only if gsupp≥jm = supp≥jm. In particular, we assume
that 	1 n
\gsupp≥jm = ∅.
Let i denote the smallest number in 	1 n
\gsupp≥jm and let s denote
the largest number in gsupp≥jm. Since gsupp≥jm = supp≥jm and m is
descending, it follows that i ∈ supp≥jm and s  supp≥jm. Hence ei ≥ j and es ≤
j − 1. Furthermore, ei = j if and only if supp≥j+1m ⊆ gsupp≥jm. We also have
es = j − 1 if and only if gsupp≥jm ⊆ supp≥j−1m. We now examine the different
possibilities.
Assume first ei > j. If d is in 	1 i− 1
, then Xd divides gmj, so Xedd divides
t. It follows that suppr m = suppr t for r > ei. On the other hand Xeii does not
divide t, so suppei m  suppei t. Remark 1 now yields descm  desct.
Assume next for the rest of the proof that ei = j. If d is in 	1 i− 1
, then
Xd divides gmj, so X
ed
d divides t, hence suppr m = suppr t for r > ei = j. Since
supp≥j+1m ⊆ gsupp≥jm, we have
gsupp≥jm\supp≥j+1m = suppjm and
suppjt = gsupp≥jm\supp≥j+1m
) ∩ (suppjm ∪ suppj−1m
If es < j − 1, then s ∈ gsupp≥jm\supp≥j+1m but s  suppjm ∪ suppj−1m.
Therefore suppjt < gsupp≥jm\supp≥j+1m = suppjm and hence
descm  desct by Remark 1.
If es = j − 1, then suppr m = suppr t for all r < j − 1, because Xd
does not divide gmj for all d with ed < j − 1. Moreover, es = j − 1 implies
that gsupp≥jm\supp≥j+1m ⊆ suppjm ∪ suppj−1m. Hence suppjt =
gsupp≥jm\supp≥j+1m and therefore suppjm = suppjt. It follows from
Remark 1 that descm = desct. We have also established suppr t = suppr m
for r = j j − 1 and supp≥jt = gsupp≥jm. Finally, since desct 	 descm, it
follows desc ht 	 descm for all h ∈ G by Remark 1. Therefore, all monomials


































3. By a Mackey-formula for transfers (see Fleischmann, 1998, 2.1, 2.2), we
have





om̃j · hmj (3)
where Ghmj denotes hGmjh
−1, and R is a set of representatives of the Gm̃j  G  Gmj
double cosets with 1 ∈ R. If h = 1, then it is easy to see that Gm̃j ·hmj = Gm =Gm̃j ∩Gmj . Conversely, if om̃j · hmj = om, then there is an element in G, say
h′, such that m̃j · hmj = h′m. We first want to prove that h′ ∈ Gm̃j . Note that  ∈
n fixes a monomial u if and only if suppiu = suppiu for all i. Applying part
2 with t = m̃j · hmj = h′m, we see that suppim = suppi h′m = h′suppim
for all i = j j − 1. Then it follows that suppjm ∪ suppj−1m is also h′-stable
since it is the complement in 	1 n
 of the union of the h′-stable sets suppim for
i = j j − 1. Note that these h′-stable sets are precisely the “support” sets of m̃j ,
namely suppim̃j = suppi+1m for i ≥ j, suppj−1m̃j = suppjm ∪ suppj−1m and
suppim̃j = suppim for i ≤ j − 2. Therefore, h′ ∈ Gm̃j . From m̃j · hmj = h′m
it also follows that hmj = h′mj. Hence h ∈ Gm̃j ·Gmj and so h = 1. This proves
that om appears with multiplicity one in Pmj .
4. By parts 1 and 3, if om is not expressible, then there exists a monomial u
in Pmj with the same descending form as m such that ou is not expressible. Since
Pmj consists of orbit sums of the form om̃j · gmj for g ∈ G, the assertion follows.

In view of Eq. (3), we note a criteria for the redundancy of the orbit sum of a
special monomial in the generating set as a consequence to the previous lemma.
Remark 3. Let R be a set of representatives of the Gm̃j  G  Gmj double cosets with
1 ∈ R. Suppose m is a special monomial. Let Gm j denote the set of elements
h ∈ R such that
supp≥j+1m ⊆ hsupp≥jm ⊆ supp≥j−1m and
Gm̃j ·hmj
Gm̃j ∩Ghmj 
= 0 ∈ F
Then om is expressible if Gm j = 1 and mj = 1.






We first fix some notation. A group acting by permutations on a set P is
said to be j-homogeneous for some natural number j if G acts transitively on the
nonordered subsets of P of size j.
We say that a monomial m is regular if suppim = 1 for i = 0     n− 1.





are precisely the regular
monomials. Let i denote the transposition i i− 1 ∈ n.
Lemma 4. If there exists a regular monomial whose orbit sum is not expressible, then

































Proof. Let m be such a special monomial. We start with the following observation.
Claim. The orbit sum of m is not expressible for all  ∈ n.
Since every permutation in n is a product of transpositions r with 2 ≤ r ≤ n,
it suffices to establish the claim for  = r . Without loss of generality, we may take
m = Xn−1n · Xn−2n−1    X2.
By Lemma 2, there exists g ∈ G such that m̃r−1 · gmr−1 does not lie in om
but has the same descending form as m and om̃r−1 · gmr−1 is not expressible.
We will show gsupp≥r−1m = supp≥r m ∪ suppr−2m and that m̃r−1 · gmr−1 =
rm. From Lemma 2, we have supp≥r m ⊆ gsupp≥r−1m ⊆ supp≥r−2m, but
supp≥r m = 	r + 1 n
 and supp≥r−2m = 	r − 1 n
. It follows that gsupp≥r−1m
is equal to either 	r n
 or 	r + 1 n
 ∪ r − 1. But if gsupp≥r−1m = 	r n
 =
supp≥r−1m, then gmr−1 = mr−1, and therefore m̃r−1 · gmr−1 = m, which is a
contradiction. Hence gsupp≥r−1m = 	r + 1 n
 ∪ r − 1 and therefore m̃r−1 ·
gmr−1 = m̃r−1 ·mr−1 Xr−1Xr = rm as desired. This establishes the claim.
Now let  ∈ n. Since om is not expressible, the proof of the claim
applied to m yields that there exists g ∈ G such that gsupp≥r−1m =
supp≥r m ∪ suppr−2m. Since  is arbitrary, it follows that for an arbitrary
pair of sets A = supp≥r−1m of size n− r + 1 and B = supp≥r m of size
n− r inside A and a point x = suppr−2m in 	1 n
\A, there exists g ∈ G such
that gA = B ∪ x. It follows that G is n− r + 1-homogeneous for 2 ≤ r ≤ n as
desired. 






monomial. By Lemma 4, if G fails to be j-homogeneous for some j ∈ 	1 n− 1
,






By Beaumont and Peterson (1955, §11), if G is j-homogeneous for all j ∈ 	1 n− 1
,
then G = n, or G = An or G is the one of the groups listed above. Since n V =
n, the conclusion of the theorem follows. 
Remark 5. Note that we can make no claim as to the number G V if G is one
of the four groups given in the statement of Theorem 1. Up to conjugation in n,
these groups have the following generators given in Beaumont and Peterson (1955,
§5):
1. A15 = 12345 1325 ⊆ 5;
2. PGL25 = 12345 1235 13465 1325 ⊆ 6;
3. PGL28 = 1254673 15294768 ⊆ 9;
4. PL28 = 1254673 15294768 124765 ⊆ 9.
This information may be useful for direct computations of G V for these
groups.
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